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An M109A7 Self Propelled Howitzer
vehicle in Low Rate Initial Production
phase has been delivered to the U.S.
Army and is currently in test and
evaluation. (U.S. Army)
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U.S. Army Contracting Command (ACC) puts emphasis on
team building to ensure processes relating to capabilities
integration are transparent from program inception to
completion.
By MG James E. Simpson,
Gene Duncan and Ed Worley

U.S. Marine Corps Systems Command (MCSC) serves as
head of capabilities acquisition for all Marine Corps ground
weapon and information technology programs.
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Defining the Autonomous Era of Ground Operations
Commercial technology advancements are supporting U.S.
Army and Marine Corps acquisition of highly-specialized
autonomous vehicle technology.
By Pat Williams, Oshkosh Defense
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Next-Generation Active Protection
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By Dr. Ronald Meixner, ADS mbH
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Fortifying the Petroleum Supply Chain

U.S. Army Ft. Stewart is employing two capabilities for
ensuring delivery and quality of critical petroleum fuels to
sustain mobile mission operations.
By Diana H. Terziyska
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With the recent crisis in Texas and growing tensions across the Pacific, assets of the U.S.
Department of Defense are never idle as global and domestic needs never take a vacation.
All branches of the military have participated in the effort to rescue flood victims, bringing in
much-needed supplies and re-establishing commercial activity in the wake of Tropical Storm
Harvey. With missions such as evacuating citizens from the rooftops, surveying waterways and
repairing infrastructure, servicemembers from around the nation have and continue to make
heroic efforts to help Texans in need. From water purification, to fueling needs to delivering
cargo to hurricane victims on time, these and other tools within DoD’s arsenal represent critical
organizational assets in addressing national security challenges and humanitarian efforts.
The October issue of Armor & Mobility pays special attention to those who comprise this everpresent and irreplaceable force known as Defense Logistics. With the U.S. Army acting as the
largest single purveyor of U.S. military logistics-related responsibility, the U.S. Army Materiel
Command, Huntsville, AL is DoD’s hub in an increasingly integrated world of joint and coalition
mission requirements. General Gus Perna, Commander, U.S. Army Materiel Command (AMC)
discusses challenges for Army and Joint DoD Logistics to embrace, strategic and future force
readiness requirements, concepts that are not always aligned but equally critical.
For much of today’s ground and air combat operations in contested global environments, the
U.S. Marine Corps can be found side-by-side with their Army counterparts. A&M spoke recently
with the Commander, U.S. Marine Corps Logistics Command (MARCORLOGCOM) Maj. Gen.
Craig Crenshaw about the Corp’s primary focus on supply, maintenance, distribution, and prepositioning support for Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF) Joint expeditionary movements,
often instrumental to initial combat zone entry. A&M also looks at the U.S. Marine Corps Systems
Command (MCSC) and the command’s portfolio and program management missions essential
to the USMC.
The only thing that matters to the Soldier preparing for operations is that assets are there when
needed. U.S. Army Capabilities Developments Directorate (CDD), Army Capabilities Integration
Center (ARCIC) is charged with ensuring that the right technologies get developed and in the
hands of the Soldiers and Joint Servicemembers that need them. When that determination is
made, U.S. Army Contracting Command (ACC) steps in as a key DoD entity in the ongoing effort
to streamline the way DoD does business. To this end, MG James Simpson, ACC Commanding
General, is leading Army effort to instill greater teaming within processes to ensure targeted
results are achieved.
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ARMY CONTRACTING COMMAND ACQUISITION TEAMING

CONTRACTING IS A TEAM SPORT
By MG James E. Simpson, Commanding General, U.S. Army Contracting Command, Gene Duncan and Ed Worley

MG James Simpson receives the Mission and Installation Contracting Command colors from Brig. Gen. Jeffrey Gabbert during a change-of-command ceremony at Joint Base San Antonio-Fort
Sam Houston TX. Col. William Boruff assumed command from Gabbert, who retires from the Army after 31 years of service. Officiating the ceremony was Simpson, the commanding general for
the Army Contracting Command at Redstone Arsenal, AL. The MICC is one of two ACC subordinate commands (Photo Credit: Daniel P. Elkins)

Teamwork can be defined as a group of people with different
capabilities pulling together to reach a common goal. Sounds simple,
but that hasn’t always been the case in the Army contracting world.
For years we’ve had the three key elements of the contracting
triad—the requiring activities/customers, contractors and contracting
officers—pointing fingers at each other when products or services
were behind schedule or over budget. All three groups tended to
work independently in stove pipes and then tossed the action “over
the fence” to the next group so they could execute their part of the
process. That “fence tossing” and subsequent finger pointing led to
a process that was ineffective and inefficient. Rather than working in
stove pipes, the three players must work as a team, putting aside their
institutional biases and pulling together as one team to deliver the best
products and services to our warriors—our sons and daughters—on the
battlefield.

Proven Criticality of Cooperation
Teamwork leads to success. Teamwork is what it takes for Army
Contracting Command (ACC) to enable Army readiness. Whether it
is acquiring a new weapon system, updating and repairing existing
systems, or providing the basic goods and services needed to
operate an Army installation; ACC integrates and synchronizes with
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its customers to deliver what the Army needs when it needs it. In
fact, the Army can’t function without contracting support, and it has
been that way for centuries.
Army contracting has been around since the Revolutionary War.
The Continental Congress authorized the establishment of the U.S.
Army on June 14, 1775. The next day, Congress authorized money to
purchase the equipment and supplies the Soldiers needed. This was
the beginning of an inseparable relationship between the U.S. Army
and our American industry partners.
Contracting is “the cheapest, most certain, and consequently
the best mode of obtaining those articles, which are necessary
for the subsistence, covering, clothing, and moving of an army,”
is how Robert Morris, “financier” of the revolution, founding
father and superintendent of finance for the Continental Congress
described the integral relationship between the American Army and
contracting. The Continental Congress lacked money and credit
in 1781 and could not support the American soldiers nor fund the
movement of George Washington’s army from New York to Virginia.
Morris used personal funds and credit to provide the logistical
support for “the largest troop movement of the war.” To garner the
best return on his money, Morris introduced sealed, competitive
bidding contracts to obtain and transport the supplies and services
needed by Washington’s Army.
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Shaun Peterson, contract specialist, Army Contracting Command-Rock Island (left) gets a hands-on look at a strap used in
30mm tube and strap assemblies as other ACC-RI and Joint Munitions Command employees listen to a presentation at the
Rolling Hills Progress Center, Lanark, Ill. (Photo by Liz Greenawalt, ACC-RI Public Affairs)

Meigs recognized the specialized skills
required to navigate between the needs of
the Army and the American industrial base.
Similar to the need for a skilled interpreter,
quartermaster officers who conducted
contracting actions needed to “speak” both
the language of business and the language
of war.
During World War II, Lt. Gen. Brehon
Somervell, Army Services Force Commanding
General, recognized the importance of Army
contracting in the proper strategic build-up
and execution of the major Army operations
worldwide. Operation Bolero, the movement
of Soldiers and supplies to England in
preparation for the invasion of Europe, began
in early 1942. From landing craft to life vests,
Army contracting officers began purchases
and contracts early enough to ensure the
troops would have everything they would
need in 1944.
The contracting and logistics experts in
the Army Services Force also realized the
danger of swamping allied cargo vessels in
the final months before D-Day, so they spread
the shipping load of millions of tons over
the 2 ½ year build-up. They proved the value
of contracting officers and logisticians, and
their ability to anticipate the needs of the
Army early enough to provide the materials
and troops at the right place, at the right time
to allow the Allies to achieve victory.

Meeting Evolving Force Needs
Today, wherever Soldiers are, ACC Soldiers
and Army civilians are nearby, ensuring our
warriors have everything they need. From
Afghanistan and Iraq to South Korea, ACC is
providing the goods and services needed on
the battlefield to prepare, deter and should the
need arise, engage with overwhelming force.
The sun never sets on ACC!
But as important as contracting is, there
is constant pressure to do it better. So how
do we define better? Is it doing things faster,
saving more money or some combination of
CPT Jerry Andes II, 902nd Contracting Battalion, confers with his Mongolian counterparts during Exercise Gobi Wolf 2017, in
both? I think we’ve all seen how the pendulum
Dalanzadgad, Mongolia. GW 17 is hosted by the Mongolia National Emergency Management Agency and Mongolian Armed
can swing from a focus on speed to support
Forces as part of the United States Army Pacific’s humanitarian assistance and disaster relief “Pacific Resilience” series.
Soldiers at war when funding is plentiful, to a
(U.S. Army photo by Sgt. David Bedard)
more constrained budget environment with lots
of
oversight
and
focus
on funding stewardship.
The Yorktown campaign marks the beginning of organized
So how do we strike the proper balance between speed and
contracting to procure supplies and services. This relationship
compliance in today’s environment, with Army support to coalition
between the Army, private businesses, and the U.S. government
combat operations still ongoing in Afghanistan and Iraq, increasing
evolved through history shaping and adapting today’s Army.
tensions in Europe and the Pacific, and uncertain funding?
Fast forward to the American Civil War. U.S. Army Quartermaster
At the same time, how do we change the environment that’s best
General Montgomery C. Meigs insisted, “only good accountants
described by the old adage, “There’s never enough time to do it right,
and persons who have been engaged in business of a mercantile
but there is always enough time to do it over,” to an environment that
character…should be appointed assistant quartermasters.”
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focuses on the outputs and not the processes and activities that most
people think about when they talk about contracting?
Contracting is team sport that includes the customer, the
contracting organizations, other agencies such as the Defense
Contract Management Agency and the Defense Contract Audit Agency,
and our industry partners. We all have to work as a team, collaborating
rather than operating in stove pipes.
We need to look at the entire process from requirements generation
through delivery, and not focus on just awarding contracts. To do that,
ACC is becoming more proactive rather than reactive. This means
“working left of bang” to get ahead of the decision cycle by anticipating
requirements. Early engagement with our requiring activities is key
to getting contracting input to help them shape acquisition and
contracting strategies.

Starting with
Requirement Clarity
Getting a good requirement is the key to getting a good contract
and ensuring warfighters get what they need when they need it. Poorly
written, incomplete or late requirements directly affect our ability to
execute a contract in a timely, cost-efficient manner. Generating better
requirements helps our industry partners better understand the Army’s
needs.
We’re working with our requiring activities to improve the
requirements development process by standardizing requirements

This year's event is aimed specifically at examining
developments that have taken place since the release of the
Next Generation Combat Vehicle program, and the critical
next steps in this process.

packages, and providing training to requiring activities on how to
develop better packages. In some cases, we’re integrating contracting
personnel with our major customers to help them translate their
technical and functional requirements into contract requirements.
We use our industry partners’ help to shape requirements by
engaging with potential contractors through market research, requests
for information and sources sought, to ensure everyone understands
what’s within the state of the art and is currently available.
We also use our industry partners’ help with participating in forums
like Advance Planning Briefings to Industry, requirements-focused
industry days, and taking the time to review and comment on draft
requests for proposals.
All of our systems contracting centers conduct industry
communication events at least quarterly. These events provide industry
an opportunity to ask questions on whatever topics they want. Major
customers—the requiring activity—participate in these events so that
they can help answer industry’s questions.
It’s also important that we have a transparent and accountable
process to take our customer’s requirements and translate them into
contractual actions.
We need to be able to see ourselves. To ensure we can, we’re
developing metrics that focus on leading indicators to help us get
ahead of the requirements, as well as compliance metrics to track
performance against guidance and policy.
Being able to predict workload is key to being more proactive
rather than reactive. It also allows us to better manage workload
across the entire contracting enterprise.
One area of concern is the increased number of contract protests.
Protests take time and resources for both government and industry.
We’re looking to reduce protests by ensuring we have open and
transparent procedures that encourage communication with industry
throughout the process. We’re working hard to make debriefs to
unsuccessful offerors more meaningful and detailed.
ACC wraps all of these initiatives together under the construct
of operationalizing contracting. Operationalizing contracting is a key
culture change to show how we are synchronizing and integrating
capabilities of the entire acquisition team to deliver readiness, rather
than counting dollars obligated or actions processed. We’re working
to improve and streamline our internal business processes, including
source selections to reduce the time it takes to award contracts. The
risk-adverse culture of our contracting organizations is changing and
we are encouraging more communication with industry. We are also
becoming more willing to consider innovative solutions with acceptable
risk. Budget and funding uncertainty has become a way of life. Senior
Army leadership has stated that the lack of stable, predictable funding
is the number one risk to readiness. All stakeholders must pull together
if we are to overcome the budget risk, and deliver readiness to our
requiring activities.
We can’t say enough that contracting is a team sport; no one
entity can deliver readiness on its own. We all need to work as a team,
anticipate and collaborate to ensure the world’s greatest Army remains
the world’s greatest Army.

SIGN UP FOR YOUR
www.groundcombatvehicles.iqpc.com
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INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE
DEFINING THE AUTONOMOUS ERA OF GROUND OPERATIONS:
A LEAP FORWARD IN FORCE PROTECTION & LOGISTICS EFFICIENCY
By Pat Williams, Vice President and General Manager of Army and Marine Corps Programs, Oshkosh Defense
Pat Williams serves as Vice President and
General Manager of Army and Marine Corps
Programs for Oshkosh Defense. He previously
served as the senior director for a portfolio
of multiple Army and Marine Corps programs
including M-ATV, EBFL, P-19R, LVSR and MTVR.
Commercial technology advancements are
accelerating at a rapid pace, as evidenced
by recent self-driving vehicle programs from
Google, Uber, GM, Tesla, and Volvo.
The U.S. Army and U.S. Marine Corps
have been quietly experimenting with highly
specialized autonomous vehicle technology
as well. While military vehicles are not yet
navigating through their missions on their
own, the military has made enormous strides
in making tactical wheeled vehicles more
capable off-road over the past 10-15 years.
The addition of autonomous vehicle capability
represents a substantial force protection and
driver safety advantage while also providing a
more efficient means of field logistics, both in
supply and maintenance support.

Autonomy as a Force Multiplier
Autonomous vehicles will be a critical
transformational technology in the future,
lending itself to the U.S. Army’s Robotics and
Autonomous Systems (RAS) Strategy, which
seeks to leverage advances in technology to
achieve a strategic force multiplier advantage
over future adversaries. This strategy allows the
military to improve the combat effectiveness
of the future force, by emphasizing humanmachine collaboration to achieve tactical and
operational gains.
The RAS strategy consists of five capability
objectives: 1) Increase situational awareness;
2) Lighten the soldiers’ physical and cognitive
workloads; 3) Sustain the force with increased
distribution, throughput, and efficiency;
4) Facilitate movement and maneuver; 5)
Protect the force. Achieving the five capability
objectives will take time and calls for an
evolutionary approach. Aligned among the five
capability objectives, are goals for near-term,
mid-term and far-term.
While there is a lot of work to be done,
investments in autonomous technology and
phased driver safety improvements, have
so far yielded valuable insight. Oshkosh
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Defense has been developing and successfully
demonstrating autonomous capabilities
with TerraMax® Unmanned Ground Vehicle
(UGV) technology since the very first DARPA
Challenge in 2004.
TerraMax® UGV is designed as a scalable kit
that can be integrated into current production
vehicles as they are built on the assembly line,
or even retrofitted to legacy vehicle fleets,
without compromising the vehicles original
performance or payload capabilities. TerraMax®
UGV technology has been tested and evaluated
on four distinct Oshkosh vehicle platforms
- the Medium Tactical Vehicle Replacement
(MTVR), the Family of Medium Tactical Vehicle
(FMTV), MRAP All-Terrain Vehicle (M-ATV) and
the Palletized Loading System (PLS) – and
kits can also be developed for other original
equipment manufacturers (OEM) vehicles.

Integrating Proven Technology
For over a decade, Oshkosh has been
developing, validating, and maturing automotive
active safety, advanced drive assist systems,

and robotic, automated driver capabilities to
be integrated on any tactical wheeled vehicle.
Specifically, Oshkosh’s By-Wire Kit integrates
relevant vehicle components such as steering,
engines, brakes and transmission with active
safety sensors. On-going testing continues
to validate the strict autonomy requirements
of high reliability and interoperability in Army
test and evaluation scenarios, such as convoy
operations.
This is a critical period for autonomous
technology as proof-of-concept testing
moves from lab to extended field testing.
There is a need to invest in practical
experience with troops and continue maturing
the technology. Specifically, the Autonomous
Ground Resupply (AGR) program is exposing
soldiers to the autonomous system, and
introducing the system to operationally
realistic conditions. Field testing based
upon these real-world scenarios allows for
proactive rather than reactive development in
anticipation of future conflicts.

Moving Forward
Today, Oshkosh continues to mature
and advance autonomous ground vehicle
capabilities by working side by side with
the military as well as technology leaders
to determine the best way to integrate
ground autonomy into joint maneuvers while
maintaining high tempo operations. Investing
in the development of operation concepts now
and putting the technology into the hands of
troops will ultimately fuel the success of
UGVs when they are fielded in the future.

The Oshkosh TerraMax UGV technology is also capable of integrating counter-improvised explosive device (C-IED) technologies, such as
ground-penetrating radar and mine roller systems.
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COMMANDER’S CORNER

ENSURING FORCE
READINESS THROUGH
MATERIEL DIVERSIFICATION
General Gustave Perna currently serves as Commanding General, U.S. Army Materiel Command, Huntsville, AL. GEN Perna’s
other command assignments include: Army Deputy Chief of Staff,
G-4, where he oversaw policies and procedures used by 270,000
Army logisticians throughout the world. Prior to joining the Army
staff, he served for two years as Deputy Chief of Staff, G-3/4, U.S.
Army Materiel Command. GEN Perna also served as Commander,
Joint Munitions Command and Joint Munitions and Lethality Lifecycle Management Command, responsible for the lifecycle management of $40 billion of conventional ammunition; Commander,
Defense Supply Center Philadelphia, Defense Logistics Agency,
responsible for the procurement of more than $14.5 billion worth
of food, clothing, textiles, medicines, medical supplies, construction and equipment items for America’s Warfighters and other
customers worldwide; Commander, 4th Sustainment Brigade,
where he deployed the brigade to combat operations during OIF
05-07; Commander, 64th Forward Support Battalion, 3rd Brigade,
4th Infantry Division, Fort Carson, Colorado, where he deployed
the battalion to combat operations during OIF I; Deputy Commanding Officer, 64th Corps Support Group, 13th Corps Support
Command, Fort Hood, Texas; and Commander, B Company, 143rd
Ordnance Battalion, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland.
LTG Perna’s key staff assignments include: Director of Logistics, J4, U.S. Forces-Iraq, responsible for sustainment plans and
policies for strategic and operational logistics to sustain coalition
and joint forces; Executive Officer to the Director of the Defense
Logistics Agency, supporting the Director’s mission of providing
Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps and other federal agencies with logistics, acquisitions and technical services support;
Ordnance Branch Chief, Human Resources Command; DISCOM
Executive Officer and G4, 1st Cavalry Division, where he deployed
to Bosnia; 544th Maintenance Battalion Support Operations Officer and Battalion Executive Officer, 13th COSCOM; and G4 Maintenance Officer, 13th COSCOM, where he deployed to Somalia as
a member of Joint Task Force Support Command.
A&M: What are your priorities and focus for Army Materiel Command?
GEN Perna: As the Commander of Army Materiel Command (AMC) and
the Army’s Senior Logistician, my number one job is to synchronize
and integrate the total capabilities of the vast materiel enterprise in
support of the Chief of Staff of the Army’s priorities and Combatant
Commander requirements. To that end, we are laser focused on three
priorities, nested with the Army: strategic readiness, the future force,
and Soldiers and people.
Readiness remains a top priority, and we are operationalizing the
enterprise, focusing our efforts on our output to deliver and assure
Army materiel readiness. Accountability is key as we synchronize our
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General Gus Perna
Commanding General
U.S. Army Materiel Command
efforts. We have to see ourselves and hold ourselves accountable
while we manage and mitigate risk.
Keeping pace with the scope and evolution of global threats is
the Army’s business. Within the Army, AMC is closely aligned with the
Training and Doctrine Command and Forces Command in setting the
conditions required to sustain our current and future force – a force
fully prepared to meet future contingencies in an era of global instability and uncertainty.
None of this could be accomplished without our dedicated Soldier,
civilian and contractor workforce. From the artisans and skilled craftsmen at our arsenals, depots and ammunition plants, to our engineers
and scientists – our diverse workforce understands that our collective
tasks equip the Soldier on the front line. While we are geographically
dispersed across the country and around the world, every member of
our workforce in some way touches the front line. I continually remind
our employees that their proximity does not directly correlate with their
impact to the battlefield.
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A&M: How is AMC working to streamline supply
chain efficiencies across the force?
GEN Perna: Demand uncertainty is inherent in
military logistics, and that is the environment in
which we must operate. Years of rapid reaction
to battlefield requirements in support of our
warfighters led to inefficiency and excess in the
supply chain. We have improved our systems
and processes now, and we are being proactive
instead of reactive to redistributing excess
equipment in support of unit needs.
We have made great strides to incorporate
tools and automation to provide the most optimal and comprehensive view of our global supply chain. The ability to see ourselves across
the materiel enterprise is key to effective decision making. From establishing enterprise metrics to standardizing procedures and improving
our forecasting, tools like the Materiel Common Operating Picture link readiness at the
unit level to resourcing at the operational and
strategic levels. We have also added Enterprise
GEN Gus Perna, AMC Commanding General, gives opening remarks at the Warrant Officer Education Summit, which was part of Resource Planning solutions to combine the
AMC’s 99th U.S. Army Chief Warrant Officer Birthday Celebration, at Redstone Arsenal, Alabama. The event was hosted by Chief
efforts of multiple systems that track support,
Warrant Officer 5 Darren Cook, AMC Command Chief Warrant Officer. (U.S. Army photo by Sgt. 1st Class Teddy Wade)
maintenance, supply and other capabilities.
We can see ourselves and our on-hand
equipment better than ever before. We have visibility of equipment
across the force – shortages and excess, and that is allowing us to
improve unit equipment readiness rates, and ultimately increase our
Army’s materiel readiness. Across the materiel enterprise, we continue
to examine our supply line and processes by divesting excess parts,
eliminating redundancies and incorporating best practices.
A&M: How does AMC partner with industry and academia to maximize
collaborative efforts to deliver capabilities to the field?

GEN Perna welcomes Acting Secretary of the Army Hon. Ryan D. McCarthy to AMC
headquarters during a visit to Redstone Arsenal, Alabama. This marks McCarthy’s first visit to
AMC since assuming duties as the Acting Secretary of the Army.
(U.S. Army photo by Sgt. 1st Class Teddy Wade)
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GEN Perna: Army Materiel Command works closely with our partners
in industry and academia to upgrade existing platforms and develop
and integrate cutting-edge technologies. Through collaborative
research and development agreements, the Army, industry and
academia pursue innovative solutions that match current and
emerging battlefield requirements. From assured position, navigation
and timing, to cybersecurity, we continually work in cohort to
enhance our strategic advantage.
Our successful efforts improve capabilities near and long term. In
collaboration with industry, we are currently digitizing the cockpits of
our workhorse helicopter – the Black Hawk. Upgrading the analogue
cockpits of the L model and converting them to the open architecture digital V model is one of many successes that improves our
battlefield advantage. Similar enhancements are occurring across
all platforms at our life cycle management commands. Our industry
partners have been, and continue to be, critical to our modernization
investments.
We anticipate technology to be a major player on tomorrow’s
battlefield with autonomous vehicles, robots, lasers and drones. We
continually challenge industry and academia to find resourceful solutions to the Army’s top challenges.
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DON’T LET THE SUN SET ON
YOUR LEGACY SYSTEMS.
Be proactive with an obsolescence plan.

Rapid technology advancements and current budget
constraints pose obsolescence risks that impact your
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COMMANDER’S CORNER
A&M: What is AMC’s role in supporting the Army’s Multi-Domain Battle
concept?

AMC is operationalizing APS into combat-configured sets prepared
to meet Combatant Commander requirements and timelines. Ready-tofight prepositioned equipment, stored in adequate infrastructure and
complemented with improved issue processes, is the end state. The
revised APS strategy is clearly defined and synchronized with Army
initiatives and flexible in response to changing requirements.

GEN Perna: In this changing and complex world, the battlefield of
tomorrow will be nothing like that of the past. Our Armed Forces need
to be prepared to fight across all domains – land, sea, air and cyber
– to defeat our adversaries. The fight will require joint, expeditionary
logistics to support it, and the Army’s materiel enterprise must be
ready to respond.
As we prepare to face a new and unpredictable battlefield, we must
challenge our status-quo and rethink our basic tenets when it comes
to supply and sustainment. From three-dimensional printing of repair
parts on the battlefield, to autonomous resupply, AMC is optimizing
how we deliver capabilities that will empower commanders and units
on the ground.

A&M: Any closing thoughts?
GEN Perna: Materiel readiness is the Army Materiel Command’s
business. Our efforts span from the shop room floor to the most
sophisticated research laboratories, with a singleness of purpose
that binds our organization. Our leaders and workforce are committed
to ensuring our warfighters have the right equipment, supplies and
support when and where they need it; bottom line, Army Materiel
Command ensures our Soldiers remain the best-equipped fighting
force in the world.

A&M: What is the current strategy for Army Prepositioned Stocks and
what is planned for the future?
GEN Perna: Army Prepositioned Stocks (APS) play an important role
in assurance and deterrence and are essential in creating tactical
and technical overmatch. Prepositioning equipment around the world
provides the ability to rapidly equip forces and bridge the gap until air
and sea lines are established. While the purpose of the equipment is
to support Army operations and contingencies, the APS strategy is
evolving to match our ever-changing environment.
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NEXT-GENERATION ACTIVE PROTECTION
By Dr. Ronald M. Meixner, ADS mbH

Original Active Protection Systems (“APS”) were launcherstyle solutions developed more than 10 years ago. These
first-generation APS were designed primarily to protect main
battle tanks - the only vehicle capable of accommodating
the system’s considerable weight and power requirements.
Today’s modern militaries demand a more capable, modular
solution that can be rapidly fielded on a variety of current and
future combat and tactical vehicles. This next-generation APS
will very likely be a distributed system that’s been developed
from the lessons learned through deployment of the earlier
launcher concept. Now, after numerous vehicle integrations
and nearly 900 live fire tests against a wide range of anti-armor
threats, the German company ADS has made this distributed
APS concept a mature and deployable reality. ADS, a member
of the Rheinmetall Group, has developed and fielded a system
that is specifically designed to improve on earlier launcherbased APS technology. So what’s the difference?

Advanced Sensing for Threat Defeat
As with any type of defensive system, adversaries seek
to identify and exploit weaknesses. After initial encounters
with launcher-style APS, one early lesson learned was that
these systems could become saturated by coordinated
attacks aimed at the same location on the target vehicle.
These simultaneous attacks were able to overwhelm the
APS because the system’s launcher-based design resulted
in a delay between intercepts and typically limited to two the
number of threats that could be defeated before reloading was
necessary. To address this issue, the system ADS-Gen3 was
designed with a series of redundant sensors and explosive
countermeasures that can defeat up to 3 attacks in any area
of the vehicle, and can do so in multiple locations - even when
these incoming threats are being launched and intercepted
simultaneously.
The second important lesson learned by potential
adversaries was that launcher-style APS are limited in their
Minimum Defeat Distance or “MDD”, the shortest distance
from which a threat can be intercepted and successfully
defeated. For a launcher-style APS, the MDD is typically 60
meters or more, depending on the speed of the incoming
threat. Should an adversary attempt to attack within the MDD,

they put themselves at greater risk of detection and counterattack. Because the ADS system is able to react much faster
than first-generation launcher-style systems, it can intercept
threats fired as close as 10 meters from the vehicle, thereby
eliminating an adversary’s ability to attack within the system’s
MDD.
The ADS system’s incredible speed and ability to defeat
threats when they are in close proximity results in three other
critical advantages. First, ADS sensors only survey to within a
distance of 35 meters from the vehicle so the system’s power
requirements and radar signal output are both relatively low
as compared to other APS. In contrast to the longer range
radars that launcher based systems need in order to have
time to react, ADS-Gen3 radar’s short surveillance distance
favors a high radar resolution, enabling the system to detect
low radar-profile attacks (as with some Russian-made RPGs)
and coordinated or streamed attacks fired within a fraction
of a second (as demonstrated when the German Armed
Forces tested the system by firing simultaneously on ADSGen3 within 0.1 seconds). Second, the system’s MDD, in
combination with its low-power radar reduces the risk of
mutual interference when vehicles equipped with ADS-Gen3
operate in close proximity and, therefore, its deployment does
not affect current fighting or electronic warfare doctrines.
Third, because threats are defeated close to the target the
intercept is very precise and rarely results in a high order
detonation of the incoming threat or the formation of a jet that
could potentially defeat the vehicles passive armor. This is a
key difference and one that minimizes the potential danger to
any dismounted personnel or non-combatants.

Scalable for Future
As the U. S. Army moves toward a modular framework for
its future APS requirements, a scalable and distributed system
like ADS takes advantage of valuable lessons learned from
earlier systems to provide a Next Generation APS solution
that can be tailored to many different vehicle platforms and
is easily upgradeable as improvements in technology become
available.
More info: www.ads-protection.de
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MAXIMIZING MATERIEL
READINESS THROUGH
STANDARDS COMPETENCE
Major General Craig C. Crenshaw, Commanding General, U.S.
Marine Corps Logistics Command (MARCORLOGCOM), Albany,
GA, spoke recently with Armor & Mobility (A&M) regarding
current and forward-looking efforts that MARCORLOGCOM is
undertaking to expand on Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF)
readiness to address complex U.S. defense needs across a rapidly
changing geo-political landscape.
A&M: From a Marine Corps-wide perspective, what are some current
MARCORLOGCOM focal efforts addressing force challenges to
providing Marines the latest in combat materiel readiness?
Maj. Gen. Crenshaw: In order to ensure materiel readiness remains
high in the operating forces, Marine Corps Logistics Command
(MARCORLOGCOM) integrates supply, maintenance, distribution, and
prepositioning support capabilities. The collective goal is ensuring that
the entire force stays ready and can project combat power with all the
logistical support that is required to be effective. By supporting efforts
to sustain and regenerate the highest levels of combat readiness,
forward deployed forces – along with those in training at home
stations – benefit from the efforts of this command.
To do so, and maintain uncompromised standards, continued
focus on maximizing materiel readiness involves service partnerships, overflow maintenance support, modular depot capabilities, and
enhanced technological solutions.
Through a partnership with Army Materiel Command, MARCORLOGCOM can leverage their contracted support capabilities in theater
to address requirements that cannot be met by the organic maintenance capabilities of deployed units.
Support for deployed forces is availed through an overflow maintenance support (OMS) concept. Given a demand signal from anywhere
in the world, organic maintenance capabilities are put on target to support the immediate mission, while government artisans and contracted
workforce build out the task-organized, tailor-made support package.
A more robust application of the OMS concept is the command’s
vision of a deployable depot package. This is a medium to heavy maintenance package comprised of modular facilities containing a package of tension fabric structures, power generation, climate control,
containerized tooling and support equipment, mobile welding/machine
shop, mobile tire repair, armory, optics repair, and reverse engineering,
additive manufacturing, and supporting equipment.
Leveraging technologies allows “speed to count” warehouse inventorying without creating another independent or stove-piped, enterprise wide system. MARCORLOGCOM deals with the task of conducting
warehouse inventories on the macro scale, as smaller operational units
manage it on a micro scale. Here, the technological and procedural
solutions will ultimately be one in the same.
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Major General Craig C. Crenshaw
Commanding General
U.S. Marine Corps Logistics Command
(MARCORLOGCOM)
A&M: As DoD requirements for greater Joint force integration continue
to gain emphasis, how is MARCORLOGCOM working to address added
complexities faced with implementing next-generation logistics
solutions while maintaining connectivity with legacy and separate
Joint and coalition systems?
Maj. Gen. Crenshaw: The unpredictability of today’s operating
environment - by its nature Joint and Combined - demands a flexible
force with logisticians who are at the cutting edge of modern supply
chain management. To capitalize on opportunities and mitigate
challenges posed by this environment, the Marine Corps has introduced
a hybrid mix of legacy and evolving capabilities.
Likewise, MARCORLOGCOM employs a hybrid logistics approach,
blending tried and true legacy capabilities with new cutting-edge concepts to ensure uninterrupted support. A successful hybrid approach
requires a logistics community that embraces innovation and change,
with an appreciation for the realities of the modern battlefield. We
confront these realities by:
• leveraging available information technology systems and
in-transit visibility technologies;
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• incorporating predictive and autonomic
sensors, and analytical capabilities into
equipment;
• conducting modeling and demand
forecasting on supply chains;
• positioning stocks globally
where they are likely needed;
• conducting detailed planning
to anticipate and minimize
uncertainty; and
• training to fully understand how
to effectively employ these
capabilities to meet mission objectives.
Some examples of how we are preparing for
the Joint fight while strengthening proven fundamentals,
include:
Increased pre-deployment training. Since January 2015, the
Marine Corps Logistics Operations Group (MCLOG) has been the lead
agent in planning and executing the Expeditionary Logistics (EXLOG)
program for Marine Expeditionary Units (MEUs) and Special Purpose
Marine Air Ground Task Forces (SPMAGTFs); select Marine Components; and increasingly stand-alone organizations with requirements
for rapid deployment and utilization of joint, inter-service, and host
nation capabilities. These seminars filled an identified gap in knowledge arising after extended involvement in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Today, MCLOG provides MEU Logistics Continuum and SPMAGTF
seminars for all units preparing to deploy, providing theater, regional,
interagency, multinational, and service-specific content to prepare
units for afloat and land-based deployments.
Increased teamwork within the supply chain. As the Department
of Defense’s (DoD) largest supplier, it is crucial for MARCORLOGCOM
to maintain a good collaborative relationship with its largest logistics
support agency, Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), to identify new and
improved functional and enabling supply concepts. Open communication has led to new and creative ways to improve the accuracy
of inventory at forward deployed DLA distribution depots, as well as
improve our own service-held stocks based on divesting ourselves of
DLA available stocks and collaborating to improve demand planning.
Implemented web-based solution. The Marine Corps is the first
(and currently the only) service to implement a web-based logistics
solution which provides the backbone for all logistics information
required by Marine forces and supporting establishments. The Global
Combat Support System Marine Corps (GCSS-MC) is an Oracle e-Business 11i Suite application that replaced five legacy supply and maintenance information technology systems. This commercial off-the-shelf
enterprise planning software currently supports approximately 22,000
users worldwide. Future functionality will augment capabilities in the
areas of warehousing, distribution, decision support, depot maintenance, and integration with emerging technologies to improve asset
visibility.
A&M: With the implementation of next-generation technology upgrades
to accommodate increased capabilities, how is MARCORLOGCOM
leading Joint USMC/Navy efforts to keep the logistics network as
seamless as possible for Joint Force Commanders that require it?
Maj. Gen. Crenshaw: Marine Corps Logistics Command supports
service-level efforts to provide the Joint Force commander with
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a capable, interoperable, naval force through a
cooperative effort between the Navy and
Marine Corps to improve logistics and
increase the synergy of our services as
we execute our respective missions.
Naval Logistics Integration and
MAGTF Logistics Integration
(NLI/MLI) Teams are focused
on enhancing internal MAGTF
integration and promoting external
MAGTF capabilities and integration
with the Navy in support of expeditionary
operations, all of which are guided by two
primary operating principles:
First, to promote a more expeditionary approach to
operations by minimizing the logistics footprint ashore, planning for
sustainment from the sea, leveraging non-traditional naval platforms
and minimizing large scale shore basing.
The second principle focuses on maximizing organic capabilities
and capacities through naval integration. This is accomplished by
tailoring sustainment to support mission packages in disaggregated
operations, leveraging and complementing both Naval and DoD material distribution networks, and conducting billet exchanges between
the Navy and Marine Corps so personnel understand the processes
they are supporting, or that support them.
These principles are operationalized through positioning of Marine
expeditors at overseas Navy Fleet Logistics Centers, conducting Supply Management Readiness Reviews with deployed units, using the
Navy Advanced Traceability and Control process for the retrograding of
USMC secondary reparables for deployed units, providing analysis to
support the development of effective class IX blocks, and contributing
to the standardization of a supply chain performance measurement
dashboard.
A&M: From an industry partnering perspective, how is MARCORLOGCOM
working to maximize outcomes from business relationships critical to
force capabilities?
Maj. Gen. Crenshaw: Marine Corps Logistics Command’s industry
partners are an integral part of our ability to provide integrated
maintenance solutions. Specifically, creative maintenance strategies
are used when the workload being introduced either exceeds organic
capacity, conflicts with lines of production or in order to comply
with statutory requirements. Capacities and capabilities of organic
Depots, other-service depots, and commercial sources are used to
conduct depot level repairs and sustain the Marine Corps for the next
contingency.
Utilizing the commercial segment for depot-level repair options
ensures we get the most out of industry’s best practices, and allows us
to leverage their innovative processes for maintenance. By drawing on
approximately 30 commercial sources of repair, in many cases we are
able to capitalize on their lessons learned and replicate their processes
in our organic depot.
MARCORLOGCOM also benefits from industry partnering through
benchmarking. Visits to various industry leaders provide an opportunity to explore best practices in consideration for our Depots.
Looking to academia for insights and best practices, the command
is currently working with Pennsylvania State University for research
and development of a modernization plan for depot-level maintenance
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Depot of the 21st Century.
This initiative is about embracing new technology and innovative approaches, promoting a
skilled workforce, and maximizing
the return on readiness investment. Marine Depot Maintenance
Command (MDMC) provides a
comprehensive source of expeditionary technical competence and
resources necessary to ensure
rapid, effective, and economical
depot maintenance capabilities to
respond to mobilization, national
defense contingency situations,
and other often unpredictable
emergent requirements. Industry
leaders have been identified in
innovation, technology, academia,
and process improvement and are
benchmarking and adopting best
business practices to continuMajor General Craig C. Crenshaw, Commanding General, Marine Corps Logistics Command (MARCORLOGCOM), during a meeting held earlier this ally move the depot forward. To
year at MARCORLOGCOM Headquarters. (USMC)
ensure this capability continues to
meet the demands of the dynamic
facilities, processes and operations. Their expertise in industrial operabattlefield of tomorrow, our depot will be an innovative, technology
tions and technology encompasses essentially everything from how
driven organization that provides effective, efficient and economical
we run our depot, industrial program and facility, down to operations
maintenance and business solutions. To this end, the Depot has begun:
on the shop floor.
A&M: Feel free to speak to other forward-looking goals/challenges.
Maj. Gen. Crenshaw: MARCORLOGCOM continues to evolve to meet the
challenges of the future operating environment while remaining a good
steward of government resources. Over the past year, an operational
planning team was established to identify initiatives to help posture
Marine Corps Logistics Command for the 21st Century.
Using the priorities that I established for my Command, existing
policy, and strategic guidance, the planning team’s goal was to ensure
the command was organized, staffed, trained, and funded to support
future requirements. This resulted in a number of initiatives such as
transitioning the MARCORLOGCOM staff to a G-structure, and creation
of a G-4 to oversee physical inventory and maintenance requirements.
Other recent initiatives include:
Accountability Improvements. Since MARCORLOGCOM stores
approximately 25 percent of the Marine Corps military equipment and
10 percent of the operating materiel and supplies, it is critical to maintain accountability and visibility across the more than 30 inventory
segments located worldwide. In order to do this effectively, a Physical
Inventory Control Division was established to oversee all aspects of the
physical inventory control program.
Implementation of GCSS-MC. MARCORLOGCOM is moving toward
placing all of the Command’s mission critical assets, military equipment, operating materials and supplies into GCSS-MC. This effort will
put the entire Marine Corps into a single accountable property system
of record from which Enterprise inventory managers can manage lifecycle equipment sourcing requirements from initial acquisition to final
disposal. GCSS-MC will provide improved accountability for Commandowned materiel with increased visibility and service-level transparency
through enterprise-wide integration.
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• inserting additive manufacturing capabilities, such as metal and
polymer 3D printing, which allows the depot to transform supply
chains, fabricate prototypes, rapidly generate materials and
parts, and empower customization with complex geometries.
• modernizing the information backbone by consolidating and
replacing legacy systems, implementing wireless networks, and
incorporating mobile computing devices which will deliver
critical production information closer to the point-of-use.
• implementing new technology to create a safer working
environment through the use of zero gravity lifting devices.
• working actively with academia to review shop floor layouts and
processes to engineer out safety risks and optimize process
flows to increase efficiencies.
Implementation of approved initiatives has begun and is expected
to be ongoing through fiscal year 2018.
Whether it is the latest in inventory management technology or
forward-looking maintenance concepts, MARCORLOGCOM’s focus
remains finding ways to ensure sustained materiel readiness at the
point of need. What we do on a daily basis has immediate effects
across the entire Marine Corps enterprise and a lasting influence on
our militaries’ ability to meet their national security roles.
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EQUIPPING
OUR MARINES
By MCSC Office of Public Affairs and Communication

Marine Corps Systems Command (MCSC) is the acquisition command
of the Marine Corps, serving as head of contracting authority and exercising
technical authority for all Marine Corps ground weapon and information
technology programs. With headquarters located on historic Hospital
Point, Marine Corps Base Quantico, Virginia, the campus is home of the
Marine Corps acquisition professionals. The team is made up of Marines,
sailors, civilians and contractor support personnel united by a common
purpose: to equip and sustain Marine forces with the most capable and
cost-effective systems for current and future expeditionary and crisisresponse operations.
MCSC traces its beginning to the Marine Corps Research, Development
and Acquisition Command (MCRDAC), which the Marine Corps established
Nov. 18, 1987. Then-Commandant of the Marine Corps Gen. Alfred Gray
established MCRDAC to streamline the systems acquisition process,
incorporate the operating forces in identifying deficiencies, and establish
clear lines of authority, responsibility and accountability. From its inception
as MCRDAC through the transition to MCSC, the command has remained
timely and consistent in providing quality systems and equipment to
the operating forces. The technological advantage MCSC provides helps
Marines shoot, move and communicate with the winning edge to continue
the proud tradition of the Corps, unbeaten in battle in every clime and place.
MCSC focuses on the individual Marine and the fighting formations of the
Corps—the Marine Air-Ground Task Force or MAGTF.
On Jan. 1, 1992, the Marine Corps designated MCRDAC as Marine
Corps Systems Command through Marine Corps Order 5000. The new
command streamlined acquisition and life cycle management processes to
improve the readiness of the Fleet Marine Force, increase responsiveness
and support for the FMF, and reduce costs. The commander of MCSC
reports to the commandant for in-service and operating forces support,
and the execution of logistics sustainment. For research, development
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M1A1 Abrams tanks standby for
range at Camp Lejeune, N.C. 2nd
Tank Battalion, 2nd Marine Division
conducted a semiannual gunnery
qualification for Alpha Company in order
to gauge their Marines’ proficiency in
combat engagements. (U.S. Marine
Corps photo by Lance Cpl. Raul
Torres)

and acquisition matters, the commander reports directly to the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy for Research, Development and Acquisition.
MCSC depends on the expertise of acquisition partners throughout
the Corps and the other military services, working closely with the
Army’s Program Executive Officer Combat Support and Combat Service
Support and Program Executive Office Soldier; the Navy’s PEO Enterprise
Information Systems; and the Marine Corps’ PEO Land Systems, which is
co-located with MCSC at Quantico. The command recently realigned its
organizational structure to equip the Marine Air Ground Task Force with the
tools needed to adapt and overcome in any clime and place.
Marine Corps Commandant Gen. Robert B. Neller’s 2016 Fragmentary
Order #1, “Advance to Contact,” ordered a comprehensive review of the
Corps’ force structure and organization no later than the end of fiscal year
2017. Giving Combat Development and Integration the office of primary
responsibility with Manpower and Reserve Affairs in support, he said, “We
will be willing to accept risk in the size and organization of our units in order
to create the capabilities we need for the future.”
To that end, MCSC concurrently conducted its own force structure
review, according to MCSC Commander Brig. Gen. Joseph Shrader. The last
force structure review was conducted in 2001.
“We looked at our nine program offices, supporting staff elements, and
subordinate command Marine Corps Tactical Systems Support Activity to
determine if the command was optimally aligned around the nature of the
products it provides to the MAGTF,” Shrader said. “Equipping the MAGTF is
what makes Marine Corps acquisition unique,” he said. “It’s what makes us
relevant.”
Everything MCSC does supports the MAGTF: command and control;
force protection; maneuver; fires; logistics and intelligence. The command’s
mission is to develop capabilities, provide equipment and integrate them
throughout and beyond the MAGTF.
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Operational Milestone
On June 1, 2017, MCSC reached initial operational capability—a sea
change in the command’s organization that is intended to enhance MAGTF
alignment across product lines. This change resulted in a shift from its
former structure of nine program offices, with 32 product managers and 87
teams. The new MAGTF-aligned structure features four portfolios that are
aligned across the MAGTF elements—with the exception of the Air Combat
Element. This new structure has 14 program managers, including two
direct-report program managers.
The command is now realigned under the following portfolio managers:
PfM Command Element Systems, PfM Ground Combat Element Systems,
PfM Logistics Combat Element Systems and PfM Supporting Establishment
Systems. Twelve of the 14 program managers are aligned under the
portfolio managers, and the program managers for Training Systems
and Light Armored Vehicles will continue to report directly to the MCSC
commander.
Complete integration of the new structure is planned for Oct. 1, 2017.
It will include refining and defining command relationships; aligning
operations and customer interfaces with existing processes for prioritizing,
resourcing and assessing work; and documenting and comprehensively
supporting the organizational design.

Proactive Procuring
MCSC’s acquisition programs range from weapons, tanks and infantry
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combat equipment, to ammunition, intelligence, and communications
and medical equipment. These systems and more are managed by
professionals aboard MCB Quantico and other locations in Northern
Virginia. MCSC personnel are also located in Warren, Michigan; Camp
Pendleton, California; Orlando, Florida; and Albany, Georgia.
In Warren, the program manager for Light Armored Vehicles manages
the battle-tested family of combat vehicles that have served Marines since
1983. At Camp Pendleton, the Marine Corps Tactical Systems Support
Activity provides test and evaluation, engineering and deployed technical
support throughout the acquisition lifecycle for Marine Corps and joint
service command, control, computer, communications and intelligence
systems.
In Orlando, the program manager for Training Systems provides
training support, and develops and sustains training systems and devices
to ensure Marines are ready for anything they may face while deployed.
Meanwhile, MCSC’s Albany workforce manages the majority of funds set
aside for sustainment, guiding newly acquired Marine Corps systems and
equipment from cradle to grave.
“The future of Marine Corps ground weapons and information
technology systems will continue to involve identifying and defeating
complex and increasingly sophisticated threats,” said Shrader. “MCSC is
prepping the battlefield with an eye on the future. Through our realignment,
I am confident we will be better positioned to field the most advanced,
affordable and relevant technologies; and increase the speed at which we
deliver those capabilities to the MAGTF.”
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U.S. MARINE CORPS SYSTEMS COMMAND LEADERSHIP

PORTFOLIO AND PROGRAM MANAGERS
PM-GCES equips and sustains the
Marine Corps with fully integrated
infantry, reconnaissance, armor
and fire support weapons systems
to increase the lethality of the
Ground Combat Element. In
partnership with stakeholders,
GCES executes the in-service
support of fielded equipment to
ensure readiness. Within PfM GCES are three program management
offices:
• Infantry Weapons
Infantry Weapons equips and sustains the Marine Corps with fullyintegrated infantry weapons, optics, and non-lethal systems in order
to facilitate the closing with and destruction of our adversaries by the
Ground Combat Element.
• Infantry Combat Equipment
Infantry Combat Equipment equips and sustains the Marine Corps
with fully-integrated clothing and equipment, air and amphibious
reconnaissance equipment, and body armor to increase the lethality
of the Ground Combat Element. In partnership with our stakeholders,
Infantry Combat Equipment executes the in-service support of fielded
equipment to ensure readiness.
• Fires
Fires equips the MAGTF with direct- and indirect-fire weapons systems
including the High Mobility Artillery Rocket System, Expeditionary Fire
Support System, M1A1 Tank, and man-portable missile systems needed
to dominate in battle. Fires also equips Forward Observers and Artillery
units with the targeting systems, artillery survey equipment, fire control,
radars, and acoustic sensors that give Marines a critical advantage in the
detection of enemy forces and application of Fires on the battlefield.
PM-CES provides and
sustains command, control,
communications and intelligence
capabilities to the MAGTF. Within
PfM CES are three program
management offices:
• Intelligence Systems
The MAGTF requires timely,
actionable intelligence to develop
plans for fires and maneuver. Intelligence Systems acquires the
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necessary capabilities to collect, process, exploit and disseminate
signal, human and geospatial intelligence and other forms of
intelligence-related information.
• Command & Control
Focused on ensuring commanders’ access to the information they
need to make decisions on and off the battlefield, C2 Systems
provides the MAGTF with command and control systems; integration,
interoperability and situational awareness; and a portfolio of counterimprovised explosive device and Force Protection systems.
• Communication Systems
From tactical communication systems to networking and satellite
communications, Communication Systems provides and sustains
capabilities needed to accomplish MAGTF missions across the range
of military operations. Communication Systems gives Marines the
ability to observe, orient, decide and act to maintain the winning edge
on the battlefield.
PM-LCES equips and sustains
Marine Forces with supply,
maintenance, ammunition and
engineering systems in order to
enable success in current and
future operations. Within PfM
LCES, there are three program
management offices:
• Engineer Systems
The Program Manager Engineer Systems provides full lifecycle
support for Combat Engineer Systems, Explosive Ordnance Disposal,
Power Systems, Environmental Control Systems, Bulk Fuel Systems
and Bulk Water Systems.
• Supply & Maintenance Systems
The Program Manager Supply and Maintenance Systems provides
full lifecycle support for Medical Systems, Field Feeding, Rigid and
Soft-Walled Shelters, Cargo Containers, and Test, Measurement and
Diagnostic Equipment.
• Ammunition
The Program Manager Ammunition supports all Marine Corps ground
conventional ammunition, explosives and related items throughout
their entire lifecycle. They provide operational logistics; supply
chain and distribution management; maintenance and strategic
prepositioning for Marine Corps ammunition worldwide.
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COMMAND PROFILE MARCORSYSCOM
PM-SES delivers high-quality,
effective information technology
solutions in a timely and efficient
manner. Within PfM SES, there are
three program management offices:
• Networks & Infrastructure
The MAGTF relies on secure,
reliable and effective networks to
conduct its warfighting mission-from ground combat, aviation, and command and control, to logistics,
intelligence and force protection. Network & Infrastructure provides
networks and infrastructure equipment for the Marine Corps Enterprise
Network.
• Customer Support & Strategic Sourcing
The Marine Corps operates 24/7, requiring information technology
services and networks capable of meeting the same demand in an
increasingly integrated environment. CS&SS provides and manages
enterprise-level contracts that support Marine Corps Enterprise
Networks.
• Applications
Applications develops and maintains enterprise Marine Corps
applications and services on the Marine Corps Enterprise Network.
PM-TRASYS improves the
warfighting effectiveness of the
MAGTF and globally deployed
Marine Corps expeditionary forces
by providing training support, and
developing and sustaining training
systems and devices. PMM-130
Training Systems (PM TRASYS)
The Program Manager for Training
Systems (PM TRASYS), located in Orlando, Florida, improves the
warfighting effectiveness of the Marine Air-Ground Task Force
and globally deployed maritime expeditionary forces by providing
training support and developing and sustaining training systems
and devices. They are the training systems acquisition arm for
the Marine Corps. The various training products they provide
include simulators, mock weapons, range targets and range
instrumentation. PM TRASYS also provides training technology
research and development, distributed learning capabilities, training
observation capabilities, after-action review systems, training
personnel and combat environment role players.
The PM TRASYS is tasked organized by teams: Collective Training
Systems, Individual Training Systems, and Range Training Systems.
PM-LAV sustains and modernizes
the Family of Light Armored
Vehicles. PM LAV is comprised
of multi-functional acquisition
associates who are responsible
for the lifecycle management of
United States military and foreign
allies programs. PM LAV is tasked
organized by teams: Obsolescence,
Anti-Tank Modernization, Foreign Military Sales, and Fleet Sustainment.
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A subordinate command of
PM-MCSC, MCTSSA provides
test and evaluation, engineering,
and deployed technical support
for USMC and joint service
command, control, computer,
communications, and intelligence
systems throughout all acquisition
life-cycle phases.
Program Manager Amphibious Vehicle Test Branch (PM-AVTB)
The (PM-AVTB) is the only Marine Corps test center specializing
in the test, evaluation and development of present and future
amphibious vehicle platforms. The (PM-AVTB) plans, executes,
analyzes, and reports on developmental and integrated test and
evaluation events that characterize the performance of amphibious
and ground combat vehicle systems.
PM-SEAL was appointed to
the Senior Executive Service in
December 2015 and is the Deputy
to the Commander for Systems
Engineering and Acquisition
Logistics at Marine Corps Systems
Command. In this position, she
serves as the senior functional
technical authority for all USMC
ground and information technology systems. With a vision of
designing for supportability in a cyber-rich environment, she directs
and controls enterprise-level systems engineering across command
product lines and product lifecycles to ensure MCSC provides end-toend integrated, interoperable and certified warfighting capabilities.

PM-RM was appointed to the
Senior Executive Service as the
Deputy to the Commander for
Resource Management, Marine
Corps Systems Command, on
July 24, 2016. As Deputy to
the Commander for Resource
Management (DCRM), Ms. Reese
directs and controls the full
range of Comptroller responsibilities associated with the planning,
programming, budgeting (formulation and execution) and accounting
for all Procurement-Marine Corps (PMC) and acquisition Research
and Development (R&D) as well as Operation and Maintenance funds
required for the day-to-day operations of Marine Corps Systems
Command, the Marine Corps Tactical Systems Support Activity, and
affiliated Program Executive Officers.
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DIRECTOR’S REPORT

ESTABLISHING A
FOUNDATION FOR ARMY
MODERNIZATION
BG David P. Komar is currently Director of the Capabilities
Developments Directorate (CDD), Army Capabilities Integration
Center (ARCIC), U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command
(TRADOC).
Previous assignments include Director, CJ7, NATO Training
Mission - Afghanistan and Combined Security Transition Command – Afghanistan during Operation Enduring Freedom. He also
served as Director, Capabilities Development Integration Directorate, Mission Command Center of Excellence, Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas and Director, Business Operations Directorate, Office of
Business Transformation at the Pentagon.
BG Komar was commissioned as a Field Artillery officer
through the Army ROTC program at Lafayette College, Easton,
Pennsylvania. As a Lieutenant, he participated in Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm. He is a graduate of the Air Command
and Staff College and the Naval War College. BG Komar earned
Master’s Degrees in National Security and Strategic Studies from
the Naval War College, Military Operational Arts and Science from
the Air University, and in Management from Webster University.
A&M: Would you please speak to your role as Director, Capabilities
Developments Directorate, Army Capabilities Integration Center
(ARCIC)?
BG Komar: From concept to capability, we design, develop, and
integrate Army forces into the Joint warfighting environment. ARCIC
works across the Army, the joint forces, and other agencies to ensure
the Army is prepared to fight, win, and accomplish the mission.
We ensure our soldiers and units maintain overmatch against any
opponent across the range of military operations. Our team uses
the Think-Learn-Analyze-Implement construct to work through the
concept to capability process. First, we think clearly about future
armed conflict and develop a sound conceptual foundation for
Army modernization. Then, we learn about future armed conflict in
a focused, sustained and collaborative manner to identify capability
gaps and opportunities to achieve overmatch. We then analyze what
we learn to prioritize solutions and ensure that our Army has the
capability and capacity to accomplish future missions. Finally, we
support Army efforts to implement solutions to increase the rate of
innovation and maintain our differential advantage over capable and
determined enemies. Capabilities Developments Directorate, or CDD,
conducts analysis and integration of capabilities requirements to drive
Army future force development.
A&M: With regard to Army modernization, what are some key focus
areas for ARCIC?
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Brigadier General David Komar
Director
Capabilities Developments Directorate (CDD)
U.S. Army Capabilities Integration Center (ARCIC)
BG Komar: U.S. supremacy is increasingly contested in the land, air,
maritime, space and cyberspace domains. While the U.S. was engaged
in counterinsurgency operations for the last 15 years, potential
adversaries have modernized and studied how we fight, and seek to
threaten our critical capabilities through multiple domains. Studies
describe an increasingly complex future environment in which the U.S.
is contested in all domains, faced with increased lethality across the
battlespace, and challenged to gain access by enemy anti-access and
aerial denial, or A2/AD capabilities.
To be ready for the next war, the U.S. Army and the other services
must effectively innovate and adapt concepts, equipment, and training. The future battlefield will be one where integration into joint and
multinational forces is a prerequisite for victory. Multi-Domain Battle,
or MDB, is an emerging concept that we believe is key to getting the
U.S. military postured for that fight.
MDB describes what the Army must be able to do to overcome
the challenges defined in the Army Operating Concept. This concept
describes how U.S. ground forces, as part of joint and multinational
teams, deter adversaries and defeat highly capable peer enemies in
the 2025-2040 timeframe. MDB is a joint combined arms concept for
the 21st century and includes capabilities of the physical domains and
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additive manufacturing, simplified maintenance (such as line replaceable units)
to allow repairs forward; 3) Using robotics
and autonomy to include using unmanned
ground and aerial resupply systems; and
4) Improving situational awareness with
development of an automated fuel management system, condition based maintenance plus, and automated sustainment
tools that are capable of performing predictive analysis to allow supplies to be
pushed forward to units at the right time
and to the right location. Sustainment
information systems must also be interoperable with mission command systems to
By 2025, the U.S. Army foresees ground troops conducting foot patrols within urban terrain using robots, called Squad Multipurpose
have a robust common operating picture.
Equipment Transport vehicles, that carry rucksacks and other equipment alongside Soldiers. Overhead, unmanned aircraft will also
serve as spotters to warn troops so they can engage the enemy on their own terms, according to the the Army’s new strategy on
We rely heavily on industry to fill caparobotic and autonomous systems. (ARCIC)
bility gaps and enhance current capabilities as threats evolve. ARCIC routinely
places greater emphasis on space, cyberspace as well as other conhosts the Capabilities Information Exchange, or CIE, to conduct
tested areas such as the electromagnetic spectrum, the information
market research to enhance war-fighting concepts and engage in early
environment and the cognitive dimension of warfare. Critical compocommunication with industry on the Army’s future needs. This early
nents of MDB– creating windows of advantage, restoring capability
engagement allows industry to better focus their independent research
balance and building resilient formations – require a combination of
and development investments on efforts that best address the needs
organizational improvements, ground force modernization, and a comof the war fighter.
mitment to total force solutions.
A&M: How is ARCIC developing the capabilities the Army needs in a
Multi-Domain environment?
BG Komar: Through the Think-Learn-Analyze-Implement methodology,
the Army assessed current and future threats, identified capabilities
required for Multi-Domain Battle, and established priorities which
will be codified in a soon to be published Future Force Development
Strategy. These priorities are being referred to as the “Big 6 +1” or
“OVRMACX”. OVRMACX highlights the most important, but by no
means the only, steps that the Army must take to prepare for the
future. These include: Overmatch in Soldier and Team Performance,
Future Vertical Lift, Robotic and Autonomous Systems, Mission
Command, Cyber, and EW Capabilities, Advanced Protection, Combat
Vehicles, and Cross-Domain Fires.
A&M: How is ARCIC partnering with other organizations to better
facilitate concepts to fielding outcomes?
BG Komar: One example of this is our current work effort to develop a
Demand Reduction Strategy, or DRS, focused on reducing vulnerabilities
inherent in deployment and sustainment activities. This effort supports
resiliency of U.S. forces by enabling units to operate separated for a
period of time from traditional control and support measures, either
through a commander’s intent or as a result of an adversary’s actions.
Our team is partnering with Army Materiel Command, Headquarters
Department of the Army, industry and academia to develop a strategy
that describes the ends, ways, and means to achieve more effective
and affordable capabilities for the Army.
The DRS encourages innovation through new or significantly
improved products, processes, organizational methods, and internal
practices. Key areas of interest include: 1) Improving effectiveness
and efficiencies to create units that need less fuel, energy, water,
and other supplies; 2) Meeting demand at the point of need through
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A&M: Moving forward, what are your top priorities and challenges?
BG Komar: Implementing the Robotic and Autonomous Systems,
or RAS, Strategy to meet the near-term capability objective of
increasing situational awareness and lightening a soldiers’ physical
load; specifically Tactical Wheeled Vehicle Leader-Follower Systems
and Squad Multipurpose Equipment Transport are near the top of our
list of priorities. The Army must pursue RAS capabilities with urgency
because adversaries are developing and employing a broad range
of advanced RAS technologies, as well as employing new tactics to
disrupt U.S. military strengths and exploit perceived weaknesses.
RAS are increasingly important to ensuring freedom of maneuver and
mission accomplishment with the least possible risk to soldiers.
Pursuing RAS solutions allows the Army to improve the combat
effectiveness of the future force and emphasizes human-machine collaboration within those Army formations. Integrated human-machine
teams will allow forces to learn, adapt, fight and win under uncertain
situations. RAS-enabled teams give leaders time and space to make
decisions that achieve tactical and operational gains.
The integration of RAS will help future Army forces, operating as
part of joint teams, to defeat enemy organizations, control terrain,
secure populations and consolidate gains. RAS capabilities will also
allow future Army forces to conduct operations consistent with the
concept of Multi-Domain Battle: projecting power outward from land
into air, maritime, space and cyberspace domains to preserve joint
force freedom of movement and action. Executing this strategy will
require Army leaders to think clearly about how to integrate RAS into
operations; learn through rigorous experimentation; analyze what we
learn to focus and prioritize efforts; and implement RAS-enabled concepts across doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leadership and
education, personnel, facilities and policy.
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PREDICTIVE SUSTAINMENT: FUEL MOBILITY

FORTIFYING THE PETROLEUM SUPPLY CHAIN

U.S. Army, Ft. Stewart, employs two capabilities to ensure timely delivery and quality of critical
fuels to sustain mobile operations.
By Diana H. Terziyska, CW2, QM, Petroleum Systems Technician

The Fuel System Supply Point (FSSP) is a collapsible fuel storage system which can be configured to the available conditions. (U.S. Army)

Dependable supply of high-quality fuel is a key to the success of
every military operation. Fuel is critical for the movement of troops and
weapons, for air support and reconnaissance, and for the generation
of electricity needed in communications. Fuel shortage or poor quality
can predictably result in a catastrophic equipment failure with grave
consequences. For this reason, the adequate petroleum support
systems must have means to control the frequency and the quality of
supplies.
The U.S. Army has two assets, used to ensure uninterrupted
deliveries and quality: Fuel System Supply Point (FSSP) and the
Petroleum Quality Analysis System-Enhanced (PQAS-E). The FSSP
and the PQAS-E are two assets which make the petroleum supply
chain responsive to the needs of its customers and to the operational
environment. They provide the ability to establish a seamless link
between the commercial and the tactical sides of the supply chain,
ensuring that the military users have a dependable fuel supply where
they need it and when they need it.

Fuel Access on the Move
The FSSP is a system of collapsible tanks, fittings, hoses and
pumps, with which the sustainment unit can establish fuel storage
sites quickly in tactical conditions. The system can be configured
to accommodate the needed amount of fuel and the available
construction site. Keeping several days of supply of in the FSSP makes
the supply chain less vulnerable to interruptions by hostile actions,
congested road conditions, or natural disasters. Establishing fuel
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storage close to the rear area of the maneuver elements allows the
maneuver units to extend their reach, continuing operations forward,
without the need to return further and further back to refuel. The FSSP
eliminates the need for precise coordination of deliveries, allowing the
supporting logistical convoys to move on their own schedule and to
download bulk fuel in the FSSP, while the supported units pick up the
fuel from the FSSP when they need it. The FSSP provides manageable
intermediate storage, optimizing the use of transportation assets and
eliminating the backhaul of bulk fuel to the rear. The FSSP is invaluable
during theater-opening operations, where the sources of fuel are
scarce and the road network is underdeveloped.

Mission-Critical Quality
The PQAS-E is a fully equipped, portable petroleum laboratory.
The PQAS-E is positioned in the area of major consumers, such as
airfields, or near large tactical petroleum distribution points with
storage capacity of 300,000 gallons or more. A team of two Soldiers
sets up the PQAS-E and begins operations within two to three hours
from arrival at the intended site. The PQAS-E provides a wide range
of tests evaluating the quality of own and captured fuels, as well as
the suitability of the petroleum equipment. The ability to test fuel is
critical when the supply chain involves multiple local resources, or
private transporters, delivering directly to the tactical fuel supply point.
Since petroleum products may deteriorate along the long way from the
refinery to the military customer, the PQAS-E allows the final quality
check, before the fuel reaches those depending on it.
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The SHOT Show connects the armed forces with
hundreds of manufacturers capable of adapting
their products and accessories to meet the unique
requirements of your tactical teams. It’s your best
source to see the latest innovations and applications
in firearms, protective equipment and tactical gear.

SHOTSHOW.ORG/AM
The SHOT Show is a trade-only event. Armed forces
personnel with purchasing influence are welcome.
AN OFFICIAL EVENT OF:

ANNUAL WARFIGHTERS TACTICAL GEAR GUIDE

TACTICAL

ANNUAL WARFIGHTERS

GEAR GUIDE

In collaboration with
DLA Troop Support,
Armor & Mobility
presents the
Annual Warfighters
Tactical Gear Guide.
The Gear Guide looks at
current protection, survivability,
capabilities and an array of needs
critical to military operations.
No matter the terrain, training,
or deployment, DLA Troop Support
ensures America’s warfighters
have the right protection at the
right time.
A prime example, DLA Troop
Support’s Clothing and Textiles
(C&T) team works to ensure
soldiers, sailors, airmen, and
Marines have the necessary
clothing and equipment to
accomplish their respective
missions.
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DLA TROOP SUPPORT

PROTECTING AMERICA’S WARFIGHTERS
Gearing Up for Mission

Tactical gear is among some of the most critical items C&T provides,
potentially standing between life and death for its wearers. C&T
provided more than $121 million in personal armor items to warfighters
around the globe in fiscal 2017, including body armor, helmets and
accessories. Innovation in tactical gear and personal armor requires
significant logistics support as the military services focus on improving
these life-saving items. Recent updates in personal armor items include
improved design for unisex wear and lighter weight for warfighters to
carry on the frontline, without compromising protection.
Optimal protection requires a dedicated team fulfilling warfighters’
needs around the clock. DLA Troop Support works with its military
customers to meet their requirements, including working with vendors,
facilitating testing and transporting items. Military customers
interested in buying organizational clothing and individual equipment
such as body armor and helmets may place requisitions via FedMall or
through wholesale supply systems that synchronize daily with the DLA
Enterprise Business System. Troop Support regularly coordinates with
customers on needs and availability as some items are deployment and
theater specific.

Partnering for Readiness
Industry partners can learn about C&T’s and its military service
partners’ future requirements and business opportunities for clothing
and individual equipment at the annual Joint Advanced Planning Brief
for Industry. This year’s event will be held November 15-16 in Cherry
Hill, New Jersey. Collaboration with Troop Support’s military and
industry partners is key to its mission of warfighter support, especially
when it comes to introducing new items into the supply chain. Military
services typically conduct research and development, while DLA
supports item sustainment.

Current and Future Sustainment Tactical Gear
Improved Outer Tactical Vest (IOTV) Generation IV:

The IOTV protects against
shrapnel and handgun
rounds. When used with
the enhanced small arms
protective insert and
enhanced side ballistic insert
hard armor plates, the IOTV
provides additional rifle
protection to the front, back
and side of a warfighter’s
torso.
DLA Troop Support is
positioned to support the newest version of the IOTV for the Army
and Air Force. The IOTV Generation IV is the first version to utilize
the operational camouflage pattern and has the lightest ballistic
performance requirement. This IOTV is unisex and designed to better
fit all body types. A reduced weight from previous generations coupled
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with the lowest areal density requirement for IOTVs, 0.88 lbs. per
square foot, further reduces weight for the user. DLA Troop Support has
a contract in place for the IOTV Generation IV. Production of end items
is currently underway.

Plate Carrier (PC), Generation II:
The PC Generation II, to be fielded to Marines and
sailors, features modifications in its design to better
fit for all body types. The PC is comprised of a vest
with removable soft armor, accepts ESAPI plates, and
provides both direct and indirect fire protection. The
total weight and associated thermal burden are also
minimized to enhance the individual wearer’s mobility and lethality. DLA
Troop Support has awarded a contract for the PC Generation II which is
currently undergoing first article testing.

Multiple Purpose Hydration System (MPHS):
The MPHS is a chemical, biological,

radiological and nuclear resistant
hydration system. It is intended for
use by service members in a CBRN
hazardous environment to hydrate when
wearing a M40 or M50 series gas mask.
The MPHS also replaces the one and
two quart canteens for CBRN protection. DLA Troop Support is in the
initial stages of providing the Army with sustainment support for this
CBRN hydration system.

Family of Concealable Body Armor (FoCBA):
The FoCBA is worn by military police and corrections

officers around the globe, providing increased
concealment, protection, comfort, fit and function over
the legacy concealable body armor. DLA Troop Support
is in the initial stages of providing the Army with
sustainment support for the FoCBA.

Protective Under Garment (PUG):
The PUG is a lightweight undergarment that

provides wound mitigation for warfighters subject
to improvised explosive attacks by protecting the
skin in the groin and upper leg area from dermal
insertion of sand and small debris. In addition
to its ballistic capabilities, the undergarment is
antimicrobial, has flame resistant properties and
allows for the transmission of water vapor. It is
also air permeable, made of stretchable fabric and requires no special
care or handling. DLA Troop Support is in the initial stages of providing
the USMC and Navy with sustainment support for the PUG.
For more information visit www.dla.mil/TroopSupport
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HEMO-bandage

HEMO-bandage, a sideeffect free hemostatic
agent by Core Leader Biotech, demonstrates greater
efficacy than standard
Army dressing as proved by
USAISR in Dec. 2016. The
secret is our patent pending
incorporation of chitosan in
the fiber. Chitosan molecule
is bound in fiber before
twisting it into yarn
for production. No risk of leaching out and debris dropping of chitosan
during application.
• Safe, no concerns of shock syndrome, cytotoxicity, fibrosis, distal
thrombosis and allergy.
• Fast, fishing net structure allows better blood penetration to group
up more red blood cells (RBC), hence, leads to more immediate
hemostasis to save your life.
• Convenient, Z folded and vacuum sealed.
• Accountable, FDA approved and CE marked.
More info: www.coreleaderbio.com; 886-2-26968880

CeraSport

CeraSport© and Ceralyte©,
by Cera Products Inc., are
high performance rice based
oral hydration drinks developed along with physicians
from the renowned Johns
Hopkins University. Clinical
studies prove Cera’s patented
rice-based ORS products
have a significant advantage
over sugar-based hydration
products (better absorption
and sustained hydration). CeraSport is medically proven to correct and
prevent dehydration during exercise or high heat conditions. Our products are used by all branches of the military, including Army Rangers
and Navy SEALs, elite law enforcement units, professional athletes as
well as anyone interested in a healthy, sugar free alternative to mass
produced ORS or sports drinks.
More info: www.ceraproductsinc.com; 1-706-221-1542

The Tempus Pro
Ground breaking in functionality, The Tempus Pro, by
RDT, is light enough to carry,
small enough to hold in one
hand and rugged enough to
deploy in any situation. This
includes advanced patient
data collection and sharing,
real-time data streaming,
easy in-field expansion
options and smart mount
solutions. All supported by a quality service and a range of training
choices. Coupled with an IP (Ingress Protection) rating of 66, the physical attributes of the Tempus Pro vital signs monitor make it the most
suited to cope with the demands of military usage.
The smallest, lightest and most feature-rich prehospital vital signs
monitor available, the Tempus Pro has become a standard of care
across a large percentage of NATO forces and other Armed Forces
worldwide including the UK MOD, USA, Canada, Australia and Norway
among others. It provides all the critical care capability expected from
a market-leading vital signs monitor with unmatched durability, battery
life and intuitive operation. Built on a fully flexible platform it allows
infield upgrades as needs and budgets evolve. RDT provides innovative,
rugged, durable, and reliable products for the military environment.
More info: www.rdtltd.com; 256-705-3513
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The
Smartest
HUB for
Tactical
Operations

Introducing the
industry’s only
USB 3.1 Smart
HUB for soldier
carry applications
USB 3.1 Gen 1 with
SuperSpeed Signaling at
5 Gbps
Power management and
charging via DCP, CDP,
SDP and custom profiles
Wide voltage range with
12-28 VDC and up to 2 A
downstream
Ultra-compact and lightweight
Available interfaces include
Ethernet, SMBus & RS232

MightySat™ Rx

MightySat™ Rx is the First Fingertip Pulse Oximeter with Masimo SET® MightySat Rx* measures
SpO2, PR, and Pi in a compact, battery-powered
unit with a large color screen that can be rotated
for real-time display of the pleth waveform and
other measurements. Optional Bluetooth® wireless functionality enables measurement display
via a free, downloadable app on iOS® and
Android™ mobile devices.
The Masimo Professional Health App includes
a high resolution plethysmographic waveform,
pulse beep audible feature, and trending functionality. The app enables users to view their
measurements in real time or over a trended
graphical display on a compatible smart device.
The app also interfaces with the Apple Health
Kit for iOS users, further expanding its utility. The
app empowers clinicians and patients by allowing the captured data to be shared via email.
MightySat Rx is also available with optional Pleth
Variability Index (PVi), a measure of the dynamic
changes in Pi that occur during the respiratory
cycle.

www.militaryethernet.com
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More info: www.panakeiaUSA.com;
202-656-8848

TACOPS®

More info: www.masimo.com; 949.297.7000

XSTAT

USB 2.0, ETHERNET
SWITCHES & BOARD LEVEL
MODELS ALSO AVAILABLE

DISTRIBUTED BY

sponges into the wound cavity using a syringelike applicator. The sponges rapidly expand
when they come in contact with blood and exert
hemostatic pressure within the wound to stop
bleeding.
The larger XSTAT 30 is ideal for large exit
wounds from high velocity projectiles and junctional areas where tourniquets and other methods are not as successful. The smaller XSTAT
12 is ideal for penetrating trauma from small,
narrow-entrance wounds from small caliber
ammunition and stabbings.
RevMedx and Panakeia’s mission is to save lives
and reduce disability from traumatic bleeding
injuries caused by war, violence or accidents.
The expansion of XSTAT’s indications accelerates fulfillment of this mission by providing first
responders with a revolutionary capability to
treat penetrating injuries located in an arm, leg,
shoulder or groin. Since its launch in 2014, there
have been numerous successful uses of XSTAT
devices in civilian and military pre-hospital settings.

The XSTAT, by Panakeia USA, has recently been
approved for extremity wounds. The XSTAT
12 and XSTAT 30 non-absorbable, expandable,
hemostatic sponge system is a unique hemorrhage control device designed to quickly stop
severe bleeding. The XSTAT works by injecting a
group of small, compressed, rapidly expanding

The TACOPS® M-10 Medical Backpack, by
TSSI-ops.com, is based on the design of the
TACOPS® M-9 Assault Medical Backpack but
with significantly more internal storage space,
more external PALS webbing to attach accessory pouches, new internal pouch options,
and additional capabilities resulting from
its increased size. Overall, the pack has only
increased in depth by just over 1 inch, but this
alone has resulted in 180 cubic inches of additional storage in the main compartment. The
bottom pouch tripled in volume to 360 cubic
inches simply by lengthening the bag 3 inches.
If all of the extra space in the bottom pouch is
not required, it can be cinched up using the compression straps to minimize the pack’s profile.
We’ve created 3 pouch configurations for the
M-10 – The Alpha, Bravo, and Charlie. The Alpha
holds 4 7-inch x 6-inch square vinyl pouches.
The Bravo holds 4 7-inch x 6-inch square mesh
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pouches. The Charlie holds 4 standard horizontal
mesh pouches found in the M-9. Customers also
have the option to customize the internal pouch
configuration to include any of the M-10 pouches
available beyond our 3 configurations.
More info: www.tssi-ops.com; 877-535-8774.

SRV X810TM

light weight system offers an extremely costeffective solution compared to other systems
currently being offered. The mission of TEA
Headsets is to provide our customers with best
communication ancillaries available anywhere
in the market today and provide them with the
necessary information to make an informed
buying decision. At TEA, customers, along with
providing the best portfolio of headsets and
push-to-talks for today’s Military, law enforcement and other government agencies is at the
forefront of our business. We provide these with
a dedication to the highest quality of customer
satisfaction delivered to the finest clientele in
the world.
More info: www.teaheadsets.com;
845-278-0960

The SRV X810TM, by Federal Resources, is the
new pulse of X-Ray identification for EOD and
Bomb Squads. The rugged SmartRayVision
system is available in several wired/wireless
connectivity configurations. The system has fast
image capture and is equipped for long exposure
with capabilities for multiple volleys of high or
low pulse count to achieve an extremely high
image resolution of 6.5 lp/mm.

Jameson
LED Equipment

More info: www.federalresources.com;
800-892-1099

Panther Headset
System

The NEW Panther in-the-ear headset system,
by TEA Headsets, has arrived. The Panther
is combined with the rugged combat proven
U94 single or dual PTT and offers a brand new
ergonomic ear bud design. The Panther also
has newly designed digital signal processing
technology that has drastically improved the
situational awareness. The new ear bud was
designed for both comfort and fit, providing
state of the art hearing protection. This new

www.tacticaldefensemedia.com

Jameson lighting, by Jameson/Spartaco Group,
is designed to perform in extreme conditions
whether in expeditionary, marine or mining
applications. Engineered to increase tactical
advantage, Jameson LED and fluorescent
shelter lights have been fielded by all branches
of the military. Stringable lighting for soft
and rigid expeditionary shelters offers energy
efficiency, EMI hardening and design durability
while exceeding military specifications. Committed to the development of lighting solutions
for the military, Jameson is launching a new
line of integrated LED shelter lighting for faster
deployment. Jameson LED equipment and
wide area lights combine compact design with
exceptional illumination. They are ruggedly constructed to withstand environmental extremes
in temperature, vibration and moisture. Originally developed to meet the demands of mining,
Jameson equipment lights are being used in a
variety of industries where high-performance
lighting is critical.
More info: www.SpartacoGroup.com;
800-346-1956
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Best Practices in Preparing
for and Responding to

Domestic Terrorism &
Mass Casualty Incidents

SEP 20 – 21
Military Police Expo
Fort Leonard Wood, MO
Mpraexpo.com
SEP 25 – 28
ASIS Int’l Annual Seminar/Exhibits
Dallas, TX
Asisonline.org
SEP 26 – 27
Autonomous Capabilities for DoD
Summit
Alexandria, VA
Autonomy.dsigroup.org

November 15-16, 2017
Georgetown University
Washington, D.C.

OCT 31 – NOV 2
Surface Warships USA
Washington, DC
Surfacewarshipssummit.iqpc.com
NOV 14- 17
LOA Logistics Symposium
National Harbor, MD
Logisticsymposium.org

OCT 3 – 5
Defense Innovation Summit (DITAC)
Tampa, FL
Defenseinnovation.us

NOV 15 – 16
Int’l Security Conference East
New York, NY
Isceast.com

OCT 9 – 11
AUSA Annual Meeting
Washington, DC
Ausaannualmeeting.org

NOV 15 – 16
Domestic Terrorism &
Mass Casualty Incidents
Washington, DC
Insightxnetwork.com

OCT 10 – 13
NDTA USTRANSCOM
St Louis, MO
Ndtahq.com/events/fall-meeting

To register, visit
insightxnetwork.com
or call (501) 904-5716

OCT 31 – NOV 2
Unmanned Maritime Systems
Washington, DC
Unmannedmaritimesystems.iqpc.
com

OCT 23 – 26
Homeland Security Week
Washington, DC
Homelandsecurityweek.com

NOV 28 – 29
Space Resiliency Summit
Alexandria, VA
Space.dsigroup.org
NOV 29 – DEC 1
Future Ground Combat Vehicle
Detroit, MI
Groundcombatvehicles.iqpc.com
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• NEWLY DESIGNED LIGHT WEIGHT “IN-THE-EAR” HEADSET
WITH NEW AND IMPROVED SITUATIONAL AWARENESS.
THIS SYSTEM EMBODIES THE TEA MANTRA:
“I HEARD YOU THE FIRST TIME”
• THE PANTHER PAIRED WITH THE RUGGED AND
COMBAT TESTED U94 PTT MAKES THIS SYSTEM
A RELIABLE AND VERY COST EFFECTIVE
SOLUTION FOR YOUR COMMUNICATION
AND HEARING PROTECTION NEEDS.
• BUILT TO THE SAME TOUGH AND RELIABLE
STANDARDS AS THE REST OF TEA BRANDS.

C O M E HEA R FO R YO U R S E L F
M DM - F ED ERA L RESOURCES BOOTH, TENT -C
AUSA - B O OT H 6 214

ARES I N - THE - EA R
HEADSE T
• SUPERIOR HEARING
PROTECTION AND COMFORT
• INDUSTRY LEADING
“ECHO CANCELLATION”
TECHNOLOGY

AR ES M U LT I- C OMM PT T
•
•

IP 68 RATED FOR SUBMERSABILITY

SINGLE OR MULTI COMM CONFIGURATIONS
INCLUDING REMOTE PTT/O2 CABLE
FOR HALO CONFIGURATIONS
•

NEW ERGONOMIC DESIGN FOR EASE OF
USE EVEN WHEN WEARING GLOVES
•

COMPATIBLE WITH TEA’S COMPLETE
SUITE OF HEADSETS FOR BOTH
LAND AND MARITIME USE

T EA O F F E R S P R O D U CT S T H AT P R OV I D E :
30 DAY
EVALUATION

COMBAT NOISE
SUPPRESSION

CERTIFIED HEARING
PROTECTION

HAZMAT
APPLICATIONS

SUBMERSIBLE
APPLICATIONS

ENHANCED ELECTRONIC
AMBIENT HEAR-THROUGH

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE TO U.S. AND INTERNATIONAL MARKETS
(845) 278-0960

INFO@TEAHEADSETS.COM

FACEBOOK.COM/TEAHEADSETS

1 6 M O U N T E B O R O A D S O U T H S U I T E 6 B O X 4 0 4 | B R EW ST E R , N Y 1 0 5 0 9

WWW.TEAHEADSETS.COM

NO TIME? NO LAB? NO PROBLEM.
EASILY IDENTIFY CHEMICAL HAZARDS WITH
THE FLIR GRIFFIN™ G510 PORTABLE GC-MS.
The FLIR Griffin G510 is a completely self-contained GC-MS, including batteries, carrier gas,
vacuum system, injector, touchscreen, and heated sample probe. It analyzes all phases of matter
and confirms vapor-based threats in seconds, so that responders can take immediate action.
To learn more, go to FLIR.com/G510.

FLIR Griffin™ G510
Portable GC-MS
Chemical Identifier

SEE THE FLIR G510 IN ACTION
AT AUSA BOOTH 2138

